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O mé�odo J.l!'Oposlu tem inlGresse ljllar.do os joTças G(:
tcrna� actuando no sistema medw-i�o, ·eariam a{eatoria
mcutc, a a ligaçi>s .<i'io desc-riws por .fún�·D€• nii."o-/iueares e 
discontimws c finalmente, o ohjfctivo do estudo é a detecção 
de acontecimentos r:t.(Ía ]Jrobabi!idade é par l'C�t·s lli.lstante 

peijnena. 

The met!wd prozwsed is of interest when lhe externa/ 

f01'ces acting on thc rm�chanical .1ystem m·e chanyintl r-an

domly, tlie éourHls are desaibed by di�c·onthwous non-linear 
functiun� at1d Jinaly, the aim of the st/Uly is the detection 

uf o�curanc�3 the }Jrobability of wl1i�lt is some times quite 
sn,all. 

O Prof. Eng.• Vasco Costa, ao estudar problemas de amarração de nat•ios de grande 

tonelagem, p!·opõs um modelo jl'sico de certa compJexídade pa1·a explicar cabalmente os 
fenómmos observados. 

Porque problcrnas de 1wtureza idintica tambem ocorrem em engenhat"ia t�ucânica, o 
referido Professor tomou a iniciativa de dar a opm·ttmidade ao auto1· de fl·ocurar uma 
solução formal. 

Simultâneamente uma solução experimental foi investigada pelo Eng." N€ves da 
Silva, ainda não publicada. 

Um exemplo foi calculado 1!1) Centro de Cálculo da Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian. 
O método e o exemplo frJran• ap1·eswtados mtma das sessi)es da «Nato A dl·anced 

Study lnstitute• realízadas em julho de I965 e em Lisboa, e que foram de iniciativa do 
Prof. Vasco Costa. 

Apresentamos neste número da Técnica apenas o método. 

Desejamos deixar aqui exarados os nossos agradecimurtos: 

ao Pmf, VtJsco Costa, que está na ori,l{em deste artigo, pelo apo,·o e mtusiasmo 
qtee emprestou. 
ü [)i,·ecçâo do Centro de Calculo da Fundação C. G. pelas facilidades qtie dm na 
execução do cálculo. 
aos doutores M. F. Cadete e A. Cadete pot' lodo o trabalho de pt·og,·amação que 
1: uma espinhosa ta,-efa, e pela paciincia revelada Ha interpretação do método. 

O) INTRODUCTION 

It is rather involved to solve formally problems regarding dynamical systems representable in 
a finite-dimensional phase-space by coordinates x�< and the corresponding momenta míkXk, where ;_k 
is the time derivative of x�<, ffijk the generalised mass associated to x"' and j, k = 1, . . . , N, if the 
elastic and viscous bounds are given by discontinuous, non-linear functions of xk, x"' and time t. 

The following treatment, adaptable to mechanical computation, provides a fairly general solu
tion to such problems and is based on the following considerations: 

a) It is easy to establish a recurrance formula to determine the state (xk, mik x
\") in time ti t[, 

given the state in time ti, where de lapse of time (ti+l - ti) is physicaly small (rnathema
ticaly infinitesimal), and the actíng forces are known. 
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h) If the number of iterations n resulting from successive application of the recurrance for
mula is not unduly largt>, the state of the systrm in time t11 is not unduly affected by com
putatíonal errors. 

c) If the choice of each initial state (i = O) is made randomly and many such initial states 
are chosen, the coverage of the phase-space to be tested is randomly uniform. 

d) Each iteration sequence initiated at a certain point of the phase-space may be considered as 
a truncated «histcry» of a dynamical experiment. 

e) vVhen a suficíent number of the above refered «histories» of dynamical experiments havc 
been obtained, the collection thus formed will be apreciated by a suitable criterium vector. 
Each element of the criterium vector corresponds to a previously well defined question or 
measure, and each vector corresponds to a distinct experiment. 

f) A statistical analysis can be made of the collection of vectors obtained hom the collection 
of experiments. 
The collection of vectors can be considered a statistic based on a small (or large) sample 
of the Universe under scrutinity. 

x) If, by statistical procedure, the sample is found to be small, the sarne sample can be allways 
enlarged by randomly choosing new starting points and producing new dynamical experi
ments. 

h) Finaly, if some region of the phase-space is considered of particular interest, the random 
choice of initial states, can be conditioned to that region and a finer scrutinity of the region 
can be thus obtained. 

The method proposed is of particular interest: 

- When the externa! forces acting on the systems are of a changing nature and à steady-state 
is never reached by the system. 

- When the bounds (elastic and viscous) are described by discontinuous non-Iinear functíons. 
- When the aim of the study is the detection of rather improbable occurances or the evalua-

tion of the probability of occurrance of certain types of phenomena, and not a description 
of the mouvement as such. 

A formalised sumary of the method is presented in Chapter V. 

I) THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The dynamical state of a discrete system in an Eucleadean Space and absolute time can be fully 
described by N parameters, their N respective time derivatives and time. 

1.1 

2 

Representing by : 

xk (k = J, . . .  N) 
�k (k =-= l, . .. N) 
Aki tk,k = t ... N) 
Ri (j = J, . .. N) 
fi (j = l, . . .  N) 

Fi (j = l, ... N) 

The generalised parameter 
Its first time derivative 
The ioertial Matrix supposed to be always invertible 
A generalised viscous force 
A generalised elastic force 
A generalised externa! force 

It is true , at any time t;, that: 

= Lim [Ri (t;) + fi (h) + F1 (t;)] . Mi 
Jti . •  o 
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Which is a straightforward application of the formula ,; (M . x) = F . 0t. 
Defining 2Akí (tj) as: 

the first mem ber of the equation 1.1. can be restated as follO\NS: 

� Lim { Aki (ti) f�-� (ti + àti) - �ic (ti)] + ÕAki (ti) . �k (ti + ab) l , t; _, o I 
lf Lim 2Aki (ti) is an infinitesimal quantity of greater order than Lim [x1( (ti -+ �t;) - ;1' (t )� 

�ti , o �ti- o 
then �AkJ (ti). xk (ti • 3t1)] can be negleted and the first member of the equation takes the reduced 
form of: 

Physically, this implies that Ak1 (ti) varies slowly wlth time compared wlth �1' variation with time. 
We wlll use the simplified expression 1.1' to describe the method: 

where: 

1.1') Lim Akj [Xk. (tj + ati)- �k (ti)] = Lim [R; (ti) + f; (ti) + F; (ti)J. �ti 
:lti - o �ti .__. o 

a) R; , f1 and }�i are a ver ages of R;, f; and Ff computed in the interval ?ti, as for instance, with 
a Stieltjes measure: 

Ri dt 
f ti+ �ti 

ti ---- -------- =Ri j ti+ ·�h 
dt 

ti 

f is the symbol for the 
Stieltjes integral 

b) 3t; =ti 1-1 - li and, in general, ·)ti = 3tk for ali i and k, wlth: 

c) Aki is invariant (or slowly variable >vith time) and invertible. 

The expression (1.1') can be presented in the following form: 

I I k[ = Oll ... N. 

. -1 
1.2) Um [xk (ti+ :!ti) - xh. lti)] = A,i 

<ltj -- o 
Um (R1 + ( + Fi). 2ti 

ti___,_ o 

(1.2) permits the computation of �k 1 in time t1 + ·!ti if �k in time t; 1 is known. 

The computation of x" is readily made: 

1.3) xk (ti + �:·ti) = x' (t;) + �k (t; -f::_2_!i_l±i�(ti} . �t, 2 

lf the initial state is given (i=- o), ["xk (t0), � < (t0) J and ali the acting forces are known, it 
is possible, using form;.rlas 1.2 and 1.3 to compute, step- wise, the state of the dynamical system. 

The interval 6ti should be kept small to reduce errors vvhich accumulate as i grows. 

II) DESCRIPTION OF THE FUNC1IONS F, f, 1�. 

The functions f, F and R may take many forms and the functions presented in Chapter II), 
have to be considered as typical exemples, used to describe the method and to show its power and 
l-1exibility. 
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1) Function Fi: 

F; depends on time (ti) only, and has the general form of: 
n 2.1) FJ (ti)= 2: Gr COS (c.lr ti + 1Xrj ) 

r=l 

n = 1, ... [·"" 

The formula 2.1) is sufficiently general to describe the ex/m1al forces encountered in most 
of the real cases. 

!: J 

2) Fundion f; 

Function f1 will be described in three parts or intervals : 

xk>x! __. f; (JC,t) = + f; [ (x"-x�),tJ 

x�< xk< x;- f; (X1t) ·-O 
- -

x" < x� ----+ f; (X1 t) = _ f 1 J:(x1<- xt), t] 

with 

The above set of conditions implies that it is given: 

a) a functional Matrix { + f; [(x�<'-x�) 1 t] } 
j,k = 1. . . . N1 with N2 functions + f; l (xk- x�), t] 

b) a functional Matrix {- f; [(x"- x�) 1 t]} 

again with N2 functional elements. 
c) The functions1 

l k _ !c ( 1 K) xa- xa X I • • •  ' X 

1:- k. t N xb - xb (x 1 • • •  , x ) 

that is, a functional Matrix of the form : 
[x� (xi)] 

x� - x� may be called the clearance, and x� > x� . 

k =: 1, . . . I N 

2.2) 

2.3) 

2.4) 

2.5) 



Although any other description could have been chosen1 it was felt that for + fi and - fJ 1 a 
function with the following form could be adopted: 

2.6) 

-fi [(x"- x�) I t] 
q 

= 2: br (xi<- x�)r r=- I 
2.7) 

with r = 1, . . . [ oo . 
(Polynomial form) 

Regarding [x� (x')] , the expression has to be established in e a eh case according to the 
geometry of the problem. 

3) Funcfiotl Ri : 

Again Rj can be treated as fi . 
The choice of Ri (�) is made in accordance with each problem. 

Nole 1 : Not knowing the geometry of the Systeml the following expression may be adopted 
instead: 

c os ( !l.lJ t + ctKi) 2.8) 

2.9) 
with m1 51 = 11 • • •  [ = . 

III) DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTATIONAL METHOD 

The mathematical model of the dynamical System was described and it was shown how to 
compute the state of the System in time h-;-1 1 if it is known the state in time ti and the applied 
forces during the time internal (b+t- li). 

Chapter III. is devoted to describe: 

a) The choice of the initial state 
b) The criterium-vector 
d The statistical treatment of the data collected 

a) The choice of tire initial slale 
ai) Each prob!em is defined by 4 sets of parameters with relation to: 

The dynamical sisfem : 

AkJ 

+ f of -f 

3.1) +R o R -R 

D�;\�< = máx I k k I X - Xa; 
k dm,\x = máx I xk- x� I 

Tire externa I Force: 

3.2; r= 1, ... n 
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3.3) 

The cleurence (x� and x�) ; 
Taking in account Note 1, xt and x� are defined by ; 

r { H.} 
I (o)l 

2,8 

� 
I {H� I 

1 2.9 l (,)� 

1 = 1, . ' .. m 

g = 1, . .. 5 

The remaining parameters, o:,í, o:k., O'J<� and Xk (t0) , x' (t0) are treated as random variables defin
ing the initial state. 

a.2) 1he computer memorises ali the information referred in 3.1, 3.2 and the randomly obtai
ned r sets of <Xrj I �k I /Xkg I Xk (to) and �k (to) are punched beforehand and the computer memorises 
one set at a time and runs a test and prints out the programmd in.formation (See: criterium vector b)) 
and proceeds to the next set, till all the r sets are processed. 

aJ) The random variables above refered to, are chosen in the following intervals; 

a-,; a1d O:J.:g; in the interval (0,2 'Tt') 

. m tne mterval to be tested X k (to) } . 1 • 

xk (to) 

ad One important factor is the counting of the cy.:les. This is made by verification of a succes
sion of the following ordered pair of inequalities; 

3.4) 

b) Thc críterium oeclor 

>lk (!t) 
and 

·.· ... > xk it · . ,) b \ 1 r .-

To exemplify a criterium vector, let us admit that the problem consists in studying the break
age of the elastic bounds and it is assumed that this ocurrance takes place when their deformation 
is greater than a certain predetermined limit. 

o r 

o r 

6 

rhe computer is programmed to stop each run when one of the three occurences is fulfilled: 
I) i x1{ (ti) k (ti) 

' 
> o:-xa I !IIê.tX 

(xk > x�) 

2) X k. (tt) - xt (ti) .> d�nux 
( " / k) X ·-...... XI> 

3) rhe number of cydes exceeds L, where L is a predefined constant. 
At the and of each run the computer prints out the following information; 

- What was the reason [ 1) I 2) ou 3) J that caused the stoppage 

- If the third reason, the max I xk- x� I and max I xk- xt 

and the times (tr, ti) when these maxima have taken place. 

3.5) 

3.6) 
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c) Tlze stalislical frealment of the data collecled 

After T runs, the T sets of random variables have been successively introduced and sets of 
information were printed out (o r punched out). 

The next problem is to treat the date obtained by statistical method and to study the results. 
This is a straightfmward operation which is not described here. 

Final remarb 

Now the question arises why not simply run the computer with some pre-set data till some 
kind of steady-state regime is attained. 

The reasons are : 

- The errors of computational origin would accumulate. It is better to start with fresh random 
variables and run short trials. 

- A  steady-state may nevPr be attained, as the externa} forces are constantly changing. 

- The coverage of the unknown universe is more uniform, recurring to random sampling. 
- The system may have more than one stable modes of vibration disconnected between 

themselves due to the nonlinearity of the bounds and in that case from one region the other 
could never be attained. 

IV) APPLICATION TO A ONE DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM 

The feasibilily of the method can be tested with a one-dimensional problem and this chapter 
was written to this effect. 

To reduce the number of steps, that is, to increase �ti without unduly increasing the com 
putational errors, the following alterations were introduced . 

4.1) 

4.2) 

4.3) 

4.4) 

4.5) 

4.6) 

TEC ... \'JCA N! ;,'/Y! 

• k . � . . k • • X (tit·)=x {fi)+ X \ti). :Jt; 
.. k .. k 

but ;k ít · ) = _x __ (t}_� x (tH) 
' I l t; 

• k • k x (t;td +x (t;) 1 ( 'k() '"< ) --·· =-- 3x t, -x ti-' 2 2 

k k �k {t;-t) - �.� (t.) � 
X (t; t-i) = X (t;) + ·· ----· - ··-···-- . ,,t; 2 

= XI;. (t;) + ( 3�k (ti)- �k(ti-1) � i.ti 
, I 2 

Ri (t;) = � (Ri (ti) +�i (tj.c:) ) 

F; (t;) = � ( (Fj (t;) + F; (ti+J)) 
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The underlined symbols have the follo,.ving sígnificance: 
If S (ti) is a symbol than 

The ot•er/ined symbols mean a ver ages (in this case linear averages). 
The ínterval ati was established in such a way that, after L cycles, the results with 1t, , 

2. õti, _..!._ oti were equivalent, that is, the first two figures matched. 
2 

V) FORMALISED SUMARY OF THE METOHD 

1) The dynamical state of a mechanical system is representable in the phase-space by the ordered 

pair of vectors [xk (t) , A; L:. (t) �� (t)] 
Where: 

and 

xk (t) is the generalised coordinate 

A; k (t) � (t) is the generalised momentum 

A; k (t) is the inertial matrix, allways invertible 
� k (t) is the time derivative of xk (t) 
t is the absolute time 

j, k '-= I, .. . N ,  the N coordinates, with N < oo 
The applied force to the inertial system is symbolised by t('"i (t) and j = 1, . . •  N < 00 
We note that 'Fi (t) _ 'F; [x (t), � (t), t] 

2) The momentum conservation law, in its generalised form, can be described by the following 
expression: 

o [A1k(t) . �k (t) J = lf,(t) . a t . . . a)  

It is  also true that: xk (t) = �k. ot . . . b) 

Conjugating expressions a) and b), it is possible to evaluate state 

if it is given : 
[xk (tL Akj (t) x (t) ] and 'Ji; (t + o t), lf'i (t), A;k (t + o t), A;k (t). 

3) Generalising the application of a) and b) successively, the general operator ÜR establishes 
the following relation: 

[ x�<(t t R. ot), A;o{t + R�t). �k (x + R·it)] = 
= ÜH[(xk (t), A;k(t).xk (x)/�;(t), ... , •fi(t + R.•Jt),A;�::(t), .. . , A;�<.(t +R. o t)] . . . c) 

and R= 0,1,2, . . .  S 

4) Randomly, Z initial states are chosen. 

and S is given a priori. 

Each initial state is described by a pair of vectors 

and s = 1, .. . � ·< �,, 
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Using repeatedly the operator Or� 1 S pairs P,_ II= [x1'(t i- R·it), Ail(t + R. ] t). x'-(t �- R.�·t) 1 
are computed out of each initial state 1\,o and the sct P, � [P,,t�: R= 0,11 • • •  5} is formed 

Finaly the collection of sets ;; = [Ps :s=112, .... -:-] 
contains <7 sets Ps each containing 5 + 1 pairs r� ,R. 
We shall denote by: 
- Experiment1 each set Pg 
-- Story of the experiment {s) I the 2 +I pairs r�,R 
- 5ample, the collection -;:- of a experiments. 

5) A crilerium vector [ \, = ,.\,: v = 1, . . . V_] is chosen in accordance to the particular 
problem to be solved. 

Each element -\· : { :·� } is a measure defined on the set L';-;, of ali samples that can be taken 

out of the Universe of pairs [xk, A1k �k]_ 
I\:o restriction is made regarding the nature of the measures -':�, outside their definition on 

the bet U-; 1 thcy can bz so simple as a binarv measure (true or false with respect to a certain 
proposition) or discrete or dense measure. 

6) E a eh pai r P,, H ' :-: is measured by means of the criterium-vector { �:,,} and the corres
ponding measure-vectl'r E�sR is evaluated. 

The set E--.�= [ E,.,rl: R= 0,1, . . . S l is the set of measure-vectors of the set r�. 
T h e collection of sets E,- -=" { Ex, s : s = 1, . .. 7 } is the collection of sets of measures-vec

tors of the sample. 
T he sample ;: is now fully and completely measured by means of an uniform criterium-vec

tor ( ,-:�} and a collection of sets E� of mesure-vectors \Na� obtained. 

7) As the sample of the initial states vvas randomly obtained, statistical methodology can be 
correcty applied to [,, . 

This last operation is not described here, as it is quite straightfonvard and a standard method. 
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